Market overview

Electricity market in January 2010
The market overview shows the impact, forecasts and events on open electricity markets.
No network service or state taxes are included in the definition of the open market.
The free electricity market only functions with regard to electricity.

Overview of electricity markets
Electricity prices are monitored on the basis of the Helsinki price area of Nord
Pool. Nord Pool is the Nordic electricity exchange with the highest turnover
in Europe.
The lowest price of electricity in the last 12 months was observed
in March 2009 when oil cost approx. $40/barrel and basic energy
supplied by Finland cost approx. €29/MWh. Supported by oil prices which
have risen to 74 dollars a barrel (+85%), the price of the basic energy
supplied by Finland has risen to €45/MWh (+55%).
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The Nord Pool electricity exchange will expand to Estonia in April
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In January the Riigikogu approved new amendments to the Electricity Market
Act, laying the foundation for the emergence of an open market in Estonia.
This means that consumers designated as eligible consumers will be able to
buy electricity only at free market prices as of April 1. Prices on the open
electricity market will be set on the exchange.
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Price of electricity in day-ahead (SPOT) market in Nord Pool, Helsinki price area
Estonian closed market price

As of April the Nordic electricity exchange, Nord Pool Spot, will start
operating in Estonia. Nord Pool will launch a new Estlink market region on this
side of the Gulf of Finland. As of April all consumers can view the reference
price of electricity on the Nord Pool website and compare it with the free
market supply price received from their electricity seller.

Latvian closed market price
Lithuanian closed market price

The prices effective as of 31.01.2010.
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Eesti Energia has already started offering various free market products to its
large customers. Suitable products are offered depending on the consumption profile of the customer. Price offers are mainly based on Nord Pool price
in Helsinki price area, which was €45-50/MWh in January.
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In Lithuania an electricity exchange has operated for a month
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The new year in the Baltic electricity market started with a big difference: the
Ignalina Power Plant, which supplied 30-40% of the electricity consumed
in the Baltic States, was closed down. In connection with the closure of the
nuclear power plant the Lithuanians were facing the issue of where electricity
would come from as of the new year. The answer was simple: an environment
where electricity suppliers and buyers could make purchase and sales offers,
i.e. an electricity exchange was created.
The market prices on Lithuania’s open market have been volatile. On January
1 electricity cost nearly €20/MWh on average, on the second day it cost €30/
MWh and on January 28 the highest average electricity price of the month,
i.e. €59/MWh was observed. The average price of the month was €41/MWh.
The volatility of the prices has been greatly influenced by the cold wave that hit
Europe as well as the capacity offers made by plants supported by the Lithuanian state. Since the Lithuanian electricity market is still very young, pricing is
still ongoing and the search for the market balance will continue in the months
to come.
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Price of electricity (forward contracts in Nord Pool, Helsinki price area)
The prices effective as of 31.01.2010.

Eesti Energia gaining new customers in Latvian market
By the end of January Enefit has finished the seasonal sales campaign. Overall
11 companies are joining Enefit for the period of 6 months between March
1 and August 31. The newly attracted clients’ profile ranged from various
industrial sector representatives to a bank and a well-known entertainment
location – Līvu Akvaparks.
Velta Lasmane, Managing Director of Līvu Akvaparks (www.akvaparks.lv),
the largest water park in Latvia, commented, “We consider Enefit’s business
conditions as suitable with the essence and goals of the liberalisation of the
energy market. After considering short-term and long-term pros and cons,
we concluded that working with Enefit was economically more beneficial.
Negotiations on the contract provided positive experience and we hope that
cooperation experience will also be successful.”
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In January Enefit was involved in legislative drafting – participating in the
Latvian Grid Code amendment hearings in the Public Utilities Commission with
4 major suggestions for improvements to address balancing pricing, balancing settlement, existing balancing related market restrictions, and metering
system instalment issues.
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Price of electricity in day-ahead market in Lithuania
The prices effective as of 31.01.2010.
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Minister of Economy Artis Kampars has informed the country that his Ministry
is working on new amendments to the Cabinet of Ministers rules, regulating the renewable energy in Latvia and that there will be a new Law for the
Renewable energy resources.
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Eesti Energia gains its first open market customer in Lithuania

CO2 allowance prices are low

Eesti Energia’s subsidiary UAB Enefit has gained its first customer in Lithuania
following the opening of the electricity market on the 1st of January. The contract for the sale of electricity was signed with Lithuania’s leading real estate
company, Hanner AB.

The prices of the EU allowances fell to the lowest of two weeks on January 29
because of suspicions that the EU emissions trading scheme had excessive
allowances.

“As a part of the Eesti Energia corporation Enefit is a guarantee of reliability for
us. We also appreciate flexibility and openness of Enefit during the process of
contract negotiations,” said the chairman of the Hanner management board,
Arvydas Avulis.
Enefit is enlarging its customer portfolio and has signed 5 contracts by now.
In addition to Hanner AB, contracts were signed with BOD Group – the
largest manufacturer of CD and DVD discs in the Baltics, Fazer Bakeries,
Ragutis – the brewery owned by A. Le Coq and Mars Lietuva – a Mars Incorporated affiliate.
“Our strategic objective is to hold a 5-10% market share in both the Latvian
and Lithuanian electricity markets. Our share of the Latvian market is already
6 percent, while in Lithuania we have started actively working toward our
goal,” said Eesti Energia’s director of energy sales, Aivar Tihane. “The potential
of the Lithuanian market is very great, and competition has been strong right
from the beginning, unlike Latvia, where there are no serious players in the
market besides Eesti Energia and Latvenergo,” added Tihane.

On January 29 the prices of the EU’s December allowances fell to €12.86/ton.
Over the last three months the prices of allowances have fallen by 13% due to
suspicions that the demand for energy which has fallen due to the economic
recession will enable industrial enterprises to sell the remaining quota as a
result of which the supply will rise considerably.

Explanation of terms:
Base energy is the purchase/sale of 1 MWh or electricity every hour of the
given period
MWh or megawatt-hour; 1 MWh=1000 kWh
NordPool - power exchange that consists of price regions in Finland, Sweden,
Denmark, Norway and Germany

Note

Electricity market impact factors

The market review has been prepared by an analyst of Eesti Energia to the

Crude oil price has fallen to $74/barrel

information given is based on public information and the sources specified in

Although in the first half of January cold weather took the crude oil price to
the highest level in the last 15 months, i.e. $84/barrel, the price fell to $74/
barrel by the end of the month.
Due to cold winter crude oil prices rose a month ago from $69/barrel to $84/
barrel, because the continuance of the cold weather increased the demand
for oil products, especially for heating oil. Weather forecasters expected a
rise in temperature in the second half of the month and on January 12 the
contract price of crude oil fell to $81/barrel, after which the fall continued.
By January 29 the price of oil had fallen to $74/barrel. One of the
catalysts of the fall has been the fear of lower demand for fuel in the US, the
world’s largest energy consumer. The quantity of oil products delivered to
customers by refineries in the last four weeks (the demand indicator in the
US) fell to 18,753 million barrels a day, i.e. 3.4% less than last year.
The other factor contributing to the fall is the strengthening of the
US dollar. The USD/EUR ratio rose to the highest level of the month,
because concerns surrounding the Greek fiscal policy remain and
investors expected a meeting of the US Federal Reserve policy and the
unchanged interest rate outlook. A stronger US dollar makes the prices of
US assets more expensive with regard to other currencies.

best of their knowledge. It is not an official standpoint of Eesti Energia. The
the overview.
The market overview has been presented as informative material and it has in
no case whatsoever been presented as a promise, proposal or official forecast
of Eesti Energia.
The standpoints contained in the market overview may change and the
person presenting them reserves the right to amend said standpoints. Due to
the fast changes in the electricity market regulation, the Market Overview or
the information contained herein are not final and they need not correspond
to situations emerging in the future.
The market overview does not create, terminate or amend legal relationships
(incl. contracts).
Eesti Energia cannot be held liable for any expenses or damages that may
emerge as a result of the use of the information contained in the Market
Overview.

Frost pushes electricity price up
This year the winter is exceptionally cold in Europe and according to
forecasts temperatures will remain below average in February as
well. The February electricity contract price in Germany rose to the
highest level of two months at the end of January, because the freeze took
hold of the region’s largest energy market where consumption of energy
increased due to heating.

Kalvi Nõu
kalvi.nou@energia.ee

According to Bloomberg’s brokerage data, the German basic electricity price for
February rose to €45.50/MWh. The French basic electricity price for February
rose to €55.25/MWh.
The frost wave that began in December 2009, higher coal and gas
prices, lower level of water reservoirs in Norway and problems with
power transmission lines and power plant accidents have brought the price
of the Helsinki area of Nord Pool to a level that is far higher than the annual
average.
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